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Ask your skincare professional how  

xeo® laser genesis offers the ultimate 

blend of comfort and efficacy.

S p e a k  t o  y o u r  x e o ®
p r o v i d e r  t o d a y !

The youthfulness of a flower glows as 

it blooms. Does your skin still have its 

youthful glow? 

It ’s never too early or too late to take 

a stance against aging. Let xeo® laser 

genesis activate your skin’s natural 

restorative properties to combat the early 

signs of aging and reveal a new, radiant 

complexion.

In a series of treatments, 

you’ll see visible improvement in:

 Fine lines

 Facial redness

 Brown spots

 Scarring

Keep your skin blossoming with 

confidence. Coolglide Nd:YAG
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BEFORE AFTER 5 TREATMENTS

BEFORE AFTER 7 TREATMENTS

BEFORE AFTER 9 TREATMENTS

xeo® laser genesis helps reverse the signs 

of aging before they start by restoring your 

skin’s healthy appearance and addressing 

visible imperfections such as sun damage, 

fine lines, redness and scarring.

xeo® laser genesis stimulates the skin’s 

natural renewal process to improve overall 

skin quality, resulting in a radiant, more 

youthful complexion. During the procedure, 

gentle micro-pulses of laser energy are 

sent to the skin to activate collagen 

remodeling to give your skin its smooth, 

radiant complexion.
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In less than one hour, you can start to 

experience the amazing renewal properties 

of  xeo® laser genesis. This gentle procedure 

requires no downtime. In fact, you can even 

do it on your lunchtime and be back at work 

immediately.

From the first treatment, the laser begins to 

correct fine lines, diminish unwanted brown 

spots and facial redness, and improve the 

overall health and appearance of your skin. 

After a series of four to six treatments, you 

can expect to see visible improvement in 

the look and feel of your skin.

xeo® laser genesis has a high safety profile 

with minimal side ef fects, making it the 

perfect option for virtually anyone wanting 

to turn back the signs of aging and get a 

head start on their future look.

To find out if xeo® laser genesis is right 

for you, schedule a consultation with your 

skincare professional today!

Following your xeo® laser genesis procedure, 

you may notice a slight redness, which will 

resolve within a few hours. Apply sunscreen 

and makeup, and feel free to return to your 

normal daily activities.

For maximum results, you’ll want to follow a 

complete treatment series with full results 

seen in as few as four treatments.


